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This fascinating book, " Astounding Experiences," artistically expresses my encounters in awe-
inspiring places and discloses the impactful nature of my interactions with amazing people and
things.Overall, this experience is transmuted into a diverse collection of informative poems, with
the aim of educating and edifying the reader in a concise and creative manner.Such a unique
experience invites each reader to envision contemplative and mystical events as well as natural
phenomena, thereby contributing to lifelong learning using a simple, yet comprehensive
approach.An experiential learning presents an opportunity to enable you to relearn previously
taught concepts in an effort to eliminate the 21st century's age of illiteracy.

“Andy Lightfoot brings a wealth of information that can aid in avoiding, and surviving,
terrorism.”—Matt Graham, author of Epic Survival and star of Discovery Channel’s Dual
Survival“For both frequent and occasional travelers in today’s increasingly threatening world,
this all-encompassing guide will enhance your travel safety and enjoyment. Pack this guide with
all your travel essentials. It encompasses all the pertinent advice and recommendations you will
need.”—Jim Hawes, former Navy SEAL officer“The threat of terrorism is now a part of our lives,
especially if we travel. The Terrorism Survival Guide gives the reader valuable information as to
how prepare for, and react to, terrorism if ever his travel locates him in the wrong place at the
wrong time.”—J. Wayne Fears, author of The Pocket Outdoor Survival Guide“It’s clear to
everyone that overseas travel is not now what it was even a few years back. But despite all the
angst involved in facing the new challenges and uncertainties, there’s nothing sweaty-palmed or
hysterical about Lightbody’s handbook, just a calm, near exhaustive, clearly written, superbly
organized guide for today’s traveler. It’s just the thing, whether your globe-trotting is for pleasure
or for profit.”—Stephen Brennan, author of Bugles, Boots and Saddles: Exploits of the U. S.
Cavalry and Survival Skills of the Native Americans“The Terrorism Survival Guide is an essential
read for the traveler in his or her journeys both foreign and domestic. Having found myself in the
wrong place at the wrong time in more than one country over the past decade I find the
information realistic and valuable. I cannot offer higher praise.”—Robert K. Campbell, author of A
Prepper’s Guide to Rifles“The Terrorism Survival Guide is the kind of book I would give my own
kids as they head out from college to see the world and face real life. It’s concise, easy to read,
practical, and full of specific answers to real questions. Great stuff worth every penny.”—David
Black, author of What to Do When the Shit Hits the Fan“Being a traveler in today’s world begs
preparation the likes of which could be the protocol of a secret agent. Going well beyond staging
the vacant home and how to pack, Lightbody offers hard-to-find overseas resources for when
trouble strikes. When it comes to planning a trip, don’t be a beginner. Get this book!”—Roger
Eckstine, author of Shooter’s Bible Guide to Home Defense“Never in the history of humankind



has our world been so uncertain, so absolutely unpredictable. The more than one thousand
people injured or killed in the first bombing of the World Trade Center in New York City never
suspected the attack. Of the six thousand commuters who were casualties of the Sarin nerve
gas attack on a crowded Tokyo subway in 1995, not one of them saw it coming. The three
thousand people who died in the September 11, 2001 attack that destroyed the World Trade
Center were like wise unawares. The countenances of terrorism are the faces of cowards,
people who are by themselves insignificant to the operation of the world; but it’s this very
facelessness that makes The Terrorism Survival Guide a must-read for everyone who isn’t a
hermit living on a remote mountaintop. If you can't anticipate it and you can’t prevent it, then you
need to learn to survive it, and this book is a big step in the right direction.”—Len McDougall,
author of The Ultimate Sh*t Hits the Fan Survival Guide“As a former emergency manager and
terrorism response instructor, I find The Terrorism Survival Guide to be an easy-to-follow guide
that gives essential tips to survive. The information inside is the same as what I give my own
family.”—David Nash, author of 52 Prepper Projects“Andy Lightfoot brings a wealth of
information that can aid in avoiding, and surviving, terrorism.”—Matt Graham, author of Epic
Survival and star of Discovery Channel’s Dual Survival“For both frequent and occasional
travelers in today’s increasingly threatening world, this all-encompassing guide will enhance
your travel safety and enjoyment. Pack this guide with all your travel essentials. It encompasses
all the pertinent advice and recommendations you will need.”—Jim Hawes, former Navy SEAL
officer“The threat of terrorism is now a part of our lives, especially if we travel. The Terrorism
Survival Guide gives the reader valuable information as to how prepare for, and react to,
terrorism if ever his travel locates him in the wrong place at the wrong time.”—J. Wayne Fears,
author of The Pocket Outdoor Survival Guide“It’s clear to everyone that overseas travel is not
now what it was even a few years back. But despite all the angst involved in facing the new
challenges and uncertainties, there’s nothing sweaty-palmed or hysterical about Lightbody’s
handbook, just a calm, near exhaustive, clearly written, superbly organized guide for today’s
traveler. It’s just the thing, whether your globe-trotting is for pleasure or for profit.”—Stephen
Brennan, author of Bugles, Boots and Saddles: Exploits of the U. S. Cavalry and Survival Skills
of the Native Americans“The Terrorism Survival Guide is an essential read for the traveler in his
or her journeys both foreign and domestic. Having found myself in the wrong place at the wrong
time in more than one country over the past decade I find the information realistic and valuable. I
cannot offer higher praise.”—Robert K. Campbell, author of A Prepper’s Guide to Rifles“The
Terrorism Survival Guide is the kind of book I would give my own kids as they head out from
college to see the world and face real life. It’s concise, easy to read, practical, and full of specific
answers to real questions. Great stuff worth every penny.”—David Black, author of What to Do
When the Shit Hits the Fan“Being a traveler in today’s world begs preparation the likes of which
could be the protocol of a secret agent. Going well beyond staging the vacant home and how to
pack, Lightbody offers hard-to-find overseas resources for when trouble strikes. When it comes
to planning a trip, don’t be a beginner. Get this book!”—Roger Eckstine, author of Shooter’s



Bible Guide to Home Defense“Never in the history of humankind has our world been so
uncertain, so absolutely unpredictable. The more than one thousand people injured or killed in
the first bombing of the World Trade Center in New York City never suspected the attack. Of the
six thousand commuters who were casualties of the Sarin nerve gas attack on a crowded Tokyo
subway in 1995, not one of them saw it coming. The three thousand people who died in the
September 11, 2001 attack that destroyed the World Trade Center were like wise unawares. The
countenances of terrorism are the faces of cowards, people who are by themselves insignificant
to the operation of the world; but it’s this very facelessness that makes The Terrorism Survival
Guide a must-read for everyone who isn’t a hermit living on a remote mountaintop. If you can't
anticipate it and you can’t prevent it, then you need to learn to survive it, and this book is a big
step in the right direction.”—Len McDougall, author of The Ultimate Sh*t Hits the Fan Survival
Guide“As a former emergency manager and terrorism response instructor, I find The Terrorism
Survival Guide to be an easy-to-follow guide that gives essential tips to survive. The information
inside is the same as what I give my own family.”—David Nash, author of 52 Prepper
ProjectsAbout the AuthorAndy Lightbody is a military and technology analyst. He was the
founding editor for International Combat Arms magazine, field editor for Armed Forces Journal,
and a military correspondent for CBS, Fox, and ABC Radio. Lightbody has authored over a
dozen books on military technologies and terrorism. He lives in Colorado.Don Mann is a
bestselling author and a former member of Navy SEAL Team Six (retired) who played a crucial
role in some of America’s most daring military missions for more than two decades. His books
include Inside SEAL Team Six, The U.S. Navy SEAL Survival Handbook, and the Thomas
Crocker thrillers. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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teASTOUNDING EXPERIENCES: PLACES, PEOPLE & THINGSCaius A. Mauricette1. Giza
Plateau, Egypt 2. Indigenous Australians in Adelaide, Australia 3. Remains of
Dinkinesh (Lucy) Australopithecus afarensisLEGAL NOTESThis manuscript is self
published by Caius A. Mauricette throughKindle Direct Publishing, 2021Copyright © 2021
[Caius A. Mauricette]All rights reservedThe content expressed within this book may not be
reproduced, transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying or other electronic
or mechanical methods or by any information storage or retrieval system without the prior
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of very short quotations embodied in
critical reviews and some other non-commercial uses permitted by copyright law.PREFACEThis
fascinating book, “Astounding Experiences,” artistically expresses my encounters in awe-
inspiring places and discloses the impactful nature of my interactions with incredible people and
things.Overall, this experience is transmuted into a diverse collection of informative poems, with
the aim of educating and edifying the reader in a concise and creative manner.Whether directly
or indirectly expressed, the language employed articulates monumental encounters and
highlights the importance of exploration as well as observation for higher learning.Such a unique
experience invites each reader to envision contemplative and mystical events as well as natural
phenomena, thereby contributing to lifelong learning using a simple, yet comprehensive
approach.Last, but definitely not least, this experiential learning presents an opportunity for each
reader to relearn previously taught concepts in an effort to eliminate the 21st century's age of
illiteracy.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSI would like to express my gratitude to the following people;
namely, Bryan Octave, Patricia Prescott and Adelaide Alphonse for their timely and valuable
feedback which pertain specifically to the readability and relevance of my work.Additionally, I
was thrilled to share my work with colleagues and friends, all of whom experienced an increase
in knowledge and lifelong learning. Table of Contents1. A Community back in the Days2. A
Dream3. A Fountain of Youth4. A Globe5. Agriculture6. Amharic7. Archaeology8. A
Stolen Generation9. Australia10. Black Hole11. Camouflage12. Constitution13. Cricket14.
Cuba15. Dub Poetry16. Ethiopian Honey Wine (Tej)17. Food of The Gods18. Football19.
Global Warming20. Globetrotter21. Great Men22. Green Energy23. Guerrilla Warfare24.
Hieroglyphics25. Introduce yourself to Neuroscience26. Kemet27. Language28. Mango
Season29. Marketing30.  Medicinal Plants31. Music32. My Ancestors33. Politics34.
Reconciliation35.  Social Media36.  Telecommuting37. The Actor38.  The Dead Sea39. The
Environment40. The Ethiopian41. The Forbidden Truth42. The Hunter43. The Phases of the
Moon44. The Rising Sun45. The Story of Elephants46. The Teacher47. The Universe48.
Time49. TravelA COMMUNITY BACK IN THE DAYSReminisce, specifically those olden
daysOh dear, we had some uplifting waysAll the children we would raiseThere were very few, if
any, of the so called “strays”A community underpinned by a tremendous level of unityThe power
of that moment in time, always inspiringPersonality shaping,It was sheer serenityHaving each
other’s backIn a community with no tolerance for indisciplinePresent day slackness was
invisibleEnsuring everyone stayed on the right track, growing into well mannered



adultsCommunity groomingThe togetherness, forever appealingOneness was the ethosMuch to
do with parental dignityDiscipline and respect formed the boundary lineAlmost everything would
work out fine

The book by Caius A. Mauricette has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 629 people have provided
feedback.
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